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Abstract 
EVP is an integrated tool-set for specification and the analysis of communication protocols 
and distributed systems. Specifications in standard Formal De-~Tiption Techniques (FDTs) 
like SDL or LOTOS are translated into a common language, and then analysed with tools for 
this internal representation. The common language is a concmztnt logic language Slx~ially 
designed for distributed programming. The analysis consists in interactive simulation and 
automatic verification. 

1 Introduction 

It appears to be accepted that none of the current FDTs fulfils all the needs of the 
communication software cycle, although most of the desired properties are available 
in some of these languages. The search for a unique kernel language to be used for 
the integration of several standard FDTs seems to be one of the trends in the protocol 
engineering field. This approach allows the integration of different languages in a 
multi-paradigm environment, by translating user specifications into a common 
language, giving the user the chance to use the formal description technique to fit the 
protocol complexity, his experience and the available tools. New tools have to be 
developed for this single language, and all the effort can be oriented to process this 
common language. Projects like SEDOS[4] and SPECS[9] follow this apprmch. 

Logic languages have been shown to be useful as formal description techniques 
in modelling and analysing concurrent systems, especia~ communication protocols 
[11, 5], and could be suitable as common languages. In the Spanish project TEMA 
[6, 7], the new concurrent logic language DRL [2, 3] is designed to be the kernel 
language of a distributed multi-paradigm environment (EVP) for specifying and 
analysing communication protocols. The concurrent and distributed programming 
oriented nature of DRL allows translation from SDL and LOTOS specifications. Its 
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distributed implementa~on is also suitable for prototyping and for constructing a 
distributed verification tool to check errors in DRL specifications. The topic of this 
paper is the current status and applications of the EVP environment 
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Pigure 1. The EVP architecture 

2 O v e r v i e w  o f  E V P  

Figure 1 shows the intended complete EVP architecture. The formal specification of 
the protocol behaviour can be described by using stmuiard FDTs ~nd the new 
language DRL. Correctness requirements (properties) are expressed .~ng different 
formaiL~ls (temporal logic form-In% observers or MSCs ). Data types are described 
with ASN.I and ACT-ONE. The set of specifications are linked using a coordination 
language, and different translators produce a unique DRL description involving data, 
behaviour ~nd requirements. A verifier is also produced to check both general and 
partic~jl~_r correctness requirements. Following this, simulabon and verification tools 
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analyse the common DRL code and report the errors related to the ori~nai FDT. 
Problematic execution sequences produced by simulation and/or verification are 
registered, and can be used to find the origin of the error by interactive simulation. 

The kernel language DRL is based on Parlog[ 1]. Like other concurrent logic 
languages, it naturally supports syachronisation through matching commlmication 
via shared variables, fine granularity concurrence and non-determinism due to the 

don't care selection of clauses. R enhances Parlog with modularity, real time, process 
control facilities, explicit channels and effective distribution mechanisms. 

3 Analysis and Verificatiou 

The analysis of the internal DRL specification can detect errors in the source FDT 
specification. Two tools have been developed for this purpose. The simulator is an 
interactive debugging system used to run some execution sequences in the protocol 
and to check errors in these sequences. The verifier automatically makes an on-the- 
fly checking of general and particular properties by teachability analysis. General 
properties include deadlocL undefined code, unspecLfied receptions and unreachable 
code. Particular properties refers to general temporal properties and assert violations~ 
Since particular requirements for a protocol can be specified, a specialised verifier is 
automatically produced in order to obtain more efficiency. 

To deal with the problem of the state space explosion, special annotations of 
DRL code have been introduced to allow different grain sizes in order to obtain the 
teachability graph. This kind of annotation gives the user the chance to mark piece 
of code to be executed both sequentially and in an atomic fashion, removing several 
interleavings with equivalent behaviours. Annotations are also automatically 
produced in the translation phase, by taking into account the source FDT semantics. 

4 C u r r e n t  Status 

A first version of the whole environment has been implemented and tested with 
several application level protocols specified in SDL and DRL. Current 
implementation runs on a network of workstations, and is composed of a distributed 
implementation of the kernel language, a translator of SDL-88 into DRL, a DRL 
oriented simulator, and a distributed verifier to check general errors in DIlL 
specifications. The tool-set is integrated with an X-Window user-interface. 

Simulation and verification tools have been constructed with DRL, using the 
meta-interpreter technique. This approach makes the development of a prototype 
environment easier, and also exploits the distributed implementation of DRL to 
produce a distributed verifier. This tool is useful for concurrently exploring different 
sequences in the protocol graph, and also for nsing the memory of several computers. 
Verification is carried out with a depth-first algorithm and state compactation ~ m g  
Holz~tann's supertrace method. Errors currently detected include deadlocL 
undefined behaviour, assert violation and unreachable code. 
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The environment has been applied using standard FDTs and also the kernel 
language as the specification language. The most representative work using SDL is 
the specification, translating, simulation and verification of the AVP protocol [10], 
designed within the framework of the TEMA project. 

DRL, as a user level FDT, is being employed in the specification and 
verification of AVP and also with the Multipuint Communication Service (MCS) [8]. 
In both cases, the specification is a validation oriented model, where only the 
relevant aspects of the behaviour of the protocols is considered. 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

The GISUM group has designed and constructed an environment for the analysis of 
protocol specifications using different FDTs. User level specifications are translated 
into a common language, and then analysed with simulation and verification tools 
oriented to this common language. Instead of using classical internal representations 
like Petri nets or CFSM, we use, a logic based language designed to represent 
distributed systems. 

These experiences with real-life protocols show that these kinds of common 
languages are well suited for this purpose, but more improvements have to be made. 
Current work is mainly focused on the verification of temporal properties by 
extending the kernel language in order to express partiodar requirements of the 
protocols. However, other tasks are being carried out in the GISUM group, such as 
the design of a coordination language to rink user level specifications and the 
integration of LOTOS and languages for data specification. 
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